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SfATE UNIVERSITY OF NE\V YORK ~TBUFFALO SCHOOL OF LAW

. Apr. 6, 1983

Je~sup Ad.vo9ates -Rebound
For Impressive Showing
by Ricky «ichmond and

furious Desmond - form failed ,
to do the trick. Team spirits
were low, ·real low.
Sunday· morning Berger and
Pampered by unseasonably
Vergos squared off in Round
hot, - sunny weather and
gracious hosts from-Duquesne
IV ,against ~o oralists from
University, the Univer:sity of
Detroit College of Law, the lat- ter authors of an obnoxious, of
Buffalo· International Law
Moot Court Team competed
fidal complaint filed against
last March 5 ~nd 6 in the Notth
U/B for a one-hal_f page excess
of the official memorial Turn of the century administration building at Gate 1 ·of
Central Regional of the_1983
- Philip C. Jessup lnternatic;>nal
length . The Motor City the Bethlehem Steel Plant.
photo by Mike Reilly
Law ~oot Court Competition,
Mooters, eventual winners of
1st . Best Oralist and 3rd Best
returning to the Queen City
Oralist Awards, dashed U/B's
with • the Second Best
·
Memorial in the Regional.
hopes of retaining respectabili- ·
Competition in oral arguty in the orals.
ment was fast and fierce. Kurt
·
The Awards Banquet on SunAmenc:tand ·Jeff Jo~nson, arguday evening allowed time to Editor's Note: This is the 2nd and 3rd wards, while the
ing ~pplicant, faced fhe
rehash rounds, compare team second part of an article on the first ward, which is closest to
University of Michigal') on
standings, and speculate on closing of Bethlehem Steel's the plant, was now home to the
Saturday mornin1 In the openthe as yet unannounced North Lackawanna plant. Mike Reilly, Afro-American, Puerto Rican,
Central Regional winner: The a second-year law student, Mexican, Yeminite and Arab
in1-round. A timid bench and a
seeminglydevastatin1gaffeby
dejec'ted U/B foursome worked at Bethlehem from communities. If the plant had
·
sheepishly appeared as good 1969-70.
always been a symbol of u~
ward mobility for the new im
sports, and were stunned at the
One-to-One
allnouncement .that the team
migrant this may have been
by Mike Reilly
had captured Second Best
more an image than a reality
Memorial. The team had' ·vin- T"' Steel Workers ·
for the non-white immigrants.
dicated itself!
. ·
The plant was . also For these ~lations the trip
quently auravatina'. .·Quite' '·•F1r.ial sta:natri'gs· ··•are· as somewhat of ·a · u'nique ,f!W!' ~ rai!ro~ l!K"1 to the
- -,~ . •
:it---· ,.,~'phenom~se it- tend-" American dream has '"'"been
often . the - reward · is- not fafiow :1~ ~
....
, • • • ~I
glamorous, possibly not even A."'llest Memorial
ed to break down ethnic and more difficult and elusive.
1. University of Michigan
racial b~rriers. The composiIt is a.most uosettling f~ling • 1ratifyin1. A trial -attorney
By 1970 a turning point had
2. SUNY at Buffalo
tion of the group that socializto know "'tfJat one is a second must be content . with the
been reached - few new
3. Duquesne University
ed after work tended to reflect
semester second-year law stu- thought that s/he did a aood
the composition of the gangs workers would be hired and
dent with a distinct interest in job - or at least her/his very
or
departments, regardless of the layoffs would soon mount
the law and, yet, no for- best under the ciKufllstances. a. Best'Oralist
During the 1960's five years of
mulated idea of what aspect of
One might think that all of
1. Detroit College of Law, · nationality, race or sex.
seniority "guaranteed" your
The
comraderie
of
workers
that diverse profession to the aforementioned would N·o .1
job and by ten years you were
en11age in.
funttion to" . dissuade rather
2. Wayne State . University, who fought a contin·uous 40 pretty well set. You had
hour
battle
to
feed
the
furThat was the situation that than persuade the neophyte No. 2
naces, to charge the ovens and enough seniority to get into a
this student found herself in endeavorin1 toward becoming ·
3. Detroit co IIege of Law, ·to
keep the mills rolling, tend- better paying job or to take a
approximately three . weeks a trial lawyer: When all the No. 2
ed to offset prejudices. Just as shot at a trade like millwright
qo. Virtually on a whim, I realities of the profession are
the furnaces reduced the ingre or welder.
signed up the the One-to-One considered,- however, there C. Team
,
dients of iron - ore, limestone
Low seniority entitled a
P"oaram offered by the Career seems to be a certain soberin11
1. Wayne State University*
and· coke to steel, so too they worker to the less desirable
Development Office, and, -in feelina in the·alr , of a court
2. University of Pittsburgh
tended to reduce race, na jobs, which were the hotter
short, _i ,am alad I di~. I wpn't room which somehow makes
3. Det~oit College of Law
tionality and sex info a com and dirtier jobs. As the 70's
attempt ' to . delude' you or trial practice seem very worth.
myself into believing that-that while.
*qualified for the National mon product: the steel worker. progressed the seniority re
The steel worker wearing his quired to hold even a labor job
If the benefit of the One-to Semi-finals in Washington,
~ne experience accounted for
brown
helmet and metatarsal steadily rose. By 1981 it re
a miraculous ~evelation in my One Program could be describ D.C. in April .
boot (a steel toed shoe with an quired over 20 years in most
search for · ·the appropriate · ed ht a sentence or two, it
additional steel tongue which" departments to hold a labor
career, but it definitely 'helped. would be th,t·the Program incovered the top of the boot) job.
On Thursday, March 3,-1 was spires a level of cognizance of
was
a ·commonplace sight in
an oblerver in the trial of the the profession, while still
Lackaw,anna and.. Buffalo.
In 1975 the picture brighten
State of New York v, James fl. . aUowina .the student partici
Althouah
few
steel
workers
ed
when Bethlehem invested
Casse/1 before the Honorable pant to i:;,bserve , a ·successful
became rich, after a few years $200 million to build a new bar
Justice Joseph S. Forma in' role model a.nd thereby realize
most ·could afford a good car mill. This is a computerized
Monroe County Criminal that I~ can indeed be done.
and a down payment on one of continuous-line rolling mill
I was lucky enough to be
Court. The cha_raes were felony
the many · two-story houses which has been called the
and misdemeanor counts of assi11~ to observe ·Judge For
which line the streets of Buf- most modern in the world.
possession of stolen property.' n:,a and the activities surrounfalo and Lackawanna.
Although the introduction of
For those who are hard- dlna his courtl'OOffl, but I arn Because of the relatively this new technology drastically
pressed to believe that there is sure the effect is ' the_same no
hiah paying jobs at the steel reduced the labor invo,ved in
life. after law- school, -the One- matter what aspect of the pro
plant, other, small~employers rolling billets into bars, it was
to-0°' Proaram · is definitely fession you choose t~ par
were
forced to pay a corn- seen as an invesbnent which
therapltutic. , It was . very tlclpate -ln. Althouah I don't ab
parable wage. These good showed Bethlehem's c~mit
enltahtenlna to acti.i,lly see , 's olutely want to, be either a
. wases tended to increase the ment to the lackawanna plant.
the rules ·and·precedents of all trial attorney or il judae,, I was
standard of living for the
those law school textbooks . alveri ' the oppc>rtu~ty to s~
whole area and to make .
In the late 70's another new
enacted before pne's very what It would be like and to
Lackawanna a stable com facility was constructed - a
eye;. it•was also lnterestlna to aet a practltlon~~ view, ,hich
munity.
~rap melter. This enabled the
see .that~ life and work-of a helps me a areat deal In the
plant to more readily digest a
trial ·attorney .a.- not quite as decllioMnaklna proc,ss.
scrap metal and use
variety·of
afamorous as Perry Mason's This 1s· ·not. an. attempt to
Hard Times
ot his conte,nporary counter- "'selt"' anyaae on the One-toBy the &O's the waves of im- it to produce new steel. To the
parrs, 'Javce Davenport - 11pit ts only an atmlaration had left their effect more cynical observer this
' IMl!n.,_"ftom our television Ml· tahlpt to
my ,e..,.rfctnc~ . A new - law school clubl
on Lackawanna. The older im- took on a more ominous
. .,.,...._. The tlllth ls tbat it Is in tllle 1111pe that....,_ wlll be
No, it-was Law levue. See , •mi1rants who had anived dur- sipificance..
Becaute -of the number of
wry hard work, defiltitely not .....,,...d _to participate ,In _ paae eleven for more.
Ina the first quarter of the cen9-to-5, most stressful, -,cl fre- the ,P.raaram. in .years. to come _ _ _ _......__..__....,_...,_......,.,.· , • tusy .had by now Mttled in the
· ~ oa ,-,,e 7.
Betty Beltene

Michigan's. ::'second oralist
("Dpes my jl~sw~r make any -:
sense, your ··~cellency?'.') failed to pro_ve the ·winning combination for Amen.d and
· Johnson. Buoyed by their
· perceived win, the two battled
the University of Pittsburgh in
Round 11 . · An informed,
. unrelenting bench s~nt the two
reeling for forty-five longminutes. At the end of the
round, the ComP.4!tition was
half over, and U/B .was·o-2.
Mary Ellen Berget and
Chrysanthe Veraos entered
Round 111, arguing Respondent, with hopes of tur,iing the
tide. Against a strong team
from host Duquesne Unhte~si·ty, they . could not shake off
Amend and Johnson's standing
eight counts, and emerged the
narrow losers. Even Berger's ·

La C kawan na/s GO t
T he st ee I y a rd BI U eS

·tffe -After·-Law Schoo"/

,. .

.Amateur

Night
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To the Editor:
As I leaf through The Opinion every two weeks, I am

always struck by the number
of articles 0 .f a general
humanitarian nature. Articles
Staff: David Allen c'ass, Wendy Cohen, Lisa Kandel,
on the generally sexist nature
Mi c;: hael McGorry, Vivian McWatt. Jill Paperno.
of our society, the plight of imMike Reilly, ·Anna Marie Richmond, Lou Roper, Joe Ruh,
migrant farmworkers, the naAmy Ruth Tobol, Jud Weiksnar
tion's Social Security woes,
Contributors: Mark N. Garber and Jeff Eisenberg
and Reagan's pro-wealthy
policies abound . All of these
© Copyright 1983, Opinion, SBA. Any re publ ication o f materials herein is
stri ctly prohibited without the express consent of the Editor-s. Opinion is
are
worthy subjects, but one is
published every two weeks during the acade mic year. It is the student
left to wonder what they are
newspaper of the State Un iversity o f New York at Buffalo School o f Law,
doing in a student newspap.e r. I
SUNY ~B Amherst Campu s. Buffalo. New York 14260. The views expressed
have always been under the
in thi s paper are not necessarily those o f the Ed itoria l Board or Staff o f
Opinion. Opinion is a non-profit organization, third-class postage entered
impression that student
at Buffalo, N.Y. Editorial Policy of Opinion is determined collectively by
newspapers were meant to be
the Editorial Board . Opinion is funded by SBA frorn Student Law Fees.
the voice of strident, antiComposition & De sign: University Press at Buffalo.
administration rhetoric, the advocate of student opinion, and
the catylyst for student-led
Editorial
reform. The Opinion has fallen
grievously short of this standard. In order to contribute to
filling this gap - a gap which
perhaps I am alone in perceivIn late February the Student Bar Association voted to defray ing - I offer the· foltowing .
As I mercifully enter the
the costs of the Dippikill Ski-Weekend by providing those who
were to be participating in the event with funds to pay for twilight of my law school
transportation and lodging. This SBA action quickly began to be career at Buffalo, I am 'overreferred to as '. ' Dippi-gate" when questions arose regarding t~ef whelmed by the almost
feeling
of
appropriateness of using student activity fees to pay for what unanimous
dissatisfaction with tl:iis school
was essentially a vacation for a small group of students.
While the allocation of activity fee dollars to fund such an among my classmates. While I
event may have been proper, the term " Dippi-gate" is ap cannot even begfn to address
propriate in light of the suspect procedures the SBA Board the multitude of factors confollowed wh~n making this disbursement. When voting on tributing to this feeting, I
whether money should be provided to offset the costs of this trip, would like to deal with a few
several SBA directors who planned to participate in the event related points concerning the
cast ballots in favor of providing the funds. Allowing SBA nature of the faculty and the
representatives to vote on matters in which they have a personal administration.
It seems that Buffalo
financial stake clearly creates a conflict of interest. While sup
posedly responsible to the law school student body as a whole, represents the almost com,
these SBA directors are instead disbusing stltdent funds for their plete disintegration , of _Jhe
own personal benefit by allocating money to certain activities in 1940's, post-World War II approach to education. Within
which they qlll then participate at a reduced cost.
" Dippi-gate", however, was not an isolated incident. In early that • "model," students .and
March the SBA decided to defray the cost of the student spon their learning were the parasored excursion to the National Conference for Women and the mount concerns. Education
Law. While the use of student funds to offset the costs of atten was seen as a value in itsel'f,
ding this convention was proper, again the SBA procedure for ad not a vehicle for the dogmatic
ministering the funds for which it is responsible appears suspect. assertion of particul.~r cQnt~nt.
In this instance, not only did several conference-bound SBA Teachers were truly idealistic,
representatives cast ballots on the proposal to fund their trip, but in the sense that they believed
one such director, after the initial award had been granted, mQv their work had an effect -on ·the
ed that the amount of the disbursement be increased from S150 state of the nation.' They
to $250. Another vote followed , in which no one was excluded measured their own sµc_cess by
the achievements of .their
and the increased grant was approved .
These SBA procedures need to be reevaluated. The taint of form·er students.
With the.exception of a few
misconduct pervades the organization's proceedings, and the ob
vious self-interest of the individual directors is damaging to the ."idealists," .who set high ·stangroup's standing in the law school community.It would seem to dards for their students and ·a,:e
be appropriate for SBA representatives to abstain from voting on truly concerned with pur
prep~redne_ss ·tor: pcac.ticing
disbursements from which they derive a direct benefit.
Upon learning of the rumblings of discontent within the stu ~aw, there are no more Jack
dent body, the SBA Board published a memorandum claiming Hymans at Buffalo. The faculthat funds unknowingly appropriated for .non-law stu~ents hild ty here exist for _th~m,s~lye.$.
been 'retu'rne'd. Un'f'ortuhately, this begg~d the issue.. The Board O'Brian Hall is . nottJ_j_ng more
of Directors owes us an explanation of how it conducts its affairs than a struc~ure in which they
and how it justifies its members voting money into their own happen to have their offices; a
pockets.
j)~a.(:t; w~ re iti~.Y can ~~ek ,QI.It
other academics who are comfortable ·like themselves and
do their personal _re~arch. The
fa~t that they have _to meander
downstairs to teacti class ·four
times a week is a minor an
noyance to_ be tolerated in
return for safe harbor from the
real . world. The term
"aca~ic ivory tower'' takes
on new meaning at Buffalo.
Certainly a few specifics are
in order. Does it bother you
that with sever~I p~ofessors
competent to teach Civil Pro
cedure II, nobody does it
because they find it "intellec
tually unstimulating"? Does it
bother you that when· you get
· c ~ out ~f a .:cQU.rse and go
to. ~ ttae professor about the
possibility of ·torced regisfra
_!_i~•h ,'!°~ ) >nly.._ar~, , \~Y,
All Law Students are E1igible' to ' Ru'r1: -·
. a~ays, ~t ~f their olfice,·but
they ,have l~ft a sjan on. their

_':P,_

''Dippigate''

ELECTIONS
will be held

FOR THE__ OPINION's
1-983-84 EDITORIAL
BOARD
Tuesday, April 12, 198l
3:30 p.m.
Room 724 O'Brian

·.as

{,. t_

..

)

'- •

1 41 •

,

;J

,. • I-~ 1 , ; 1

door, "If you want to see me
about forcing into my course,
DON'T'!? Does it bottler you
lately when you find out the
course has only fifty people in
it, but the professor refuses to
take any more students
because he or she only wants
~o grade--fifty exams? Does it
bother you that, while
municipal employees who put
in less than forty-hour weeks at
their office are exposed by investigative reporters and later
fired a student wants to speak
with' one particular professor ·
has to make an appointment to
phone him at home? Or that
another professor, who supposedly is a full-time
employee, can't teach on Friday because she has to babysit
her child? Finally, does it
bother you that when you go
looking for faculty guidance
and .input into your student
organization, you cannot find
one professor who isn't "too
busy" to donate the lousy one
hour per week you ask?
Buffalo Law School has not
attracted a group of idealistic
educators, excited at the prospect of molding young legal ·
minds. It has attracted a group
of intellectual prima donnas,
· ~ach concerned only with their
own narrow area of personal
. research - parasites existing
off the resources that the State
has provided for educating

young lawyers, giving little in

return.
·
The questi.on which comes
quickly to mind is "why is this
allowed to go on?" And with
that I arn provided with a
smooth transition to the next
subject - thti administration.
Although it is. hard to believe
the administration has eve~
less regard for studen.ts · than
the faculty. At ~very other law
school ' in the · nation, the ad
ministration requires pro
fessors with little seniority to
teach the courses-necessary to
fill out the basic curriculum.
Our administration does not
choosing instead to ignore ga~
ing holes in the course offer
ing. At all other law schools
the administration encourage~
professors to contribute their
time to student groups. Our ad
ministration looks on such ac
tivity with, at · best, . indif
ference, not even conceding
that it constitutes a contribu
tion to th.e . school in general.
As a result, professors-have no
incentive, to become involved
with student groups. So they
don't.
So far, I have painted a pie
ture of an administra.tion seem
ingly unconcerned with the
student body: In order to truly
understand them, however, we
have to explore that with
which they are concerned.

st ay

LJ ·nd· erg ra dS
To the Editor:

_; As Director ~f the Law
Library, I read your recent
editorial on the continuing
problems of undergraduate
students in using the Law
Library with great concern.
Your comments have spurred
others to voice opinions some reasonable arid ·others
extreme ·- · ·as to ways by
which the "undergraduate
problem" CQuld be-controlled.
The staff of .the library has
been very aware of the
undergraduates · and non-law
individuals' heavy use of the
public
library." However, as
institution we have a mandate
to service the needs "of the
University. The University's ad· ministration -also.. fee.ls very
strongly· that the Univ~rsity
· serve ' as · ·a resource for the
·western New York community.

a

'

continued on page 3

No amount of patrolling
would completely eliminate
the undergraduate problem in
the Law Library, and with the
staff that we have; we cannot
enforce such an exclusionary
policy. We have posted signs
in the library that the facilities
are to be used only by those
who have need to -use the
materials, but the·coinparative
quietness and beauty· of the
Law Library as a study area
serves to attract students to
our facilities .
Given our staff limitations,
our physical position in the
middle of the academic spine,
and the attitude of the Univer
sity admini'stration .toward the
Law Library as a focal point for
the University and community,
I foresee little solution· to this
problem in the futu·re.
' :·
kathy (arrick
Director of the Law Library

p u·rge p-,·CC O / O /s f
''•

- ·

·

· ·

To the Editor:

Just a comment on Piccolo's
"Attitude Adjustment" happy
hour of February 25. Many U/B
law students were gathered at
this establishment on that day,
a Friday, to unwind, relax, and
indirectly to engage in a
red.istribution of Hnancial
resources, namely from us to
Piccolo's.
A few friends and I. were
seated at the . bar when the .
above-m~ntioned issue . of
wealth redistribution was
made a primary concern by a
statement from the "manage
in~nt'r f<? ·on~ ·of .us at the ·bar.
It was s4ggestt!d that tile
patron was not spendina
r n~ush . ~Ofl~Y )t~---di s,nte jl
seat in' l'iccolo's, ancf that he
should move · on 'ai'td .allow
"l "11,!"lll ~ " J

r,~ \ <"f. • , ,.... l.

' ' ·· ·
• '
someone else· with a more
liberal attitude to sit there and
share his or her assets with Pic
colo's.
Although the bartender's
argument lacked any sophistic
tion, it did have merit from Pic
colo's point .of view, _~_nd many
of us left the premises.
However, I am disturbed by
something about the underly
ing attitude. I write all this
merely to suggest that the
question now Is, ·do ·you want
to be the person to fill that
·
empty seatl
Incidentally, I have noticed
also 'around the school "that
Piccolo's Is "hostlni" . 9ther
happy hours. !Jerhaps this com
ment will dlscouraae. atten·
dance., · ·
· · ·, ,
;
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Cc1rry on Crim'inal
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Editor's ·NQte: Charles Garry, ·a
San ,Francisco attorney who-has
made a· career of representing
those. charged with political
crimes, most notably several
members of the Black Psn.thers
recently spoke at the la~

school.
by Marc N. Garber

,

r

(Author's note: Some ideas con
tained° in this essay have been
borrowed from Al Kalz, Dun
c an Kenned? Lawrence
Teitelbaum and Gerald Frug.)

Charles Carry a_rgues that in
. order to provide a complete
defense for a criminal defen
dant, the attorney must
"humanize his client." ·The
defendant's lawyer must
generate empathy (objective
., I understandi~g), and· not sym
pathy (subjective understan
ding) on the part of the jury. To
forge this empathy .the lawyer·
must reach into his client's
past, and mine 'for any
historical, ·cultural, familial,
physical, social or economic
reasons which would mold the
accused into a concrete, i.e., a
wholistic person. The lawyer
must . cast his client with
characteristics which extend
beyond the boundary of

criminal defendant. Mr. Carry
arglles that i.he lawyer is utter
ly r,e~ponsible to depict his
client as a blameless syQibol
(Huey .Newton), who was
"brought to the Bar .o f Justice"
because society shirked its
responsibility to one of its
members.
.
,
Before analyziog Mr. Carry's
proposition, three concepts
must be defined: Liberalism,
Boundary Theory, and the Rule
of Law. Liberalism is the domi
nant philosophy in the Western
World, which includes both
liberal and cons·ervative

'}

1 ~..

'

+ ..,;; . .,

.i.

·d escribes· a • distinciion .bet
ween ·two opposed phenomena
where·ther.e is no third-term, no
compromise, no me<iiation
(e.g. Justice Caradozo's opin
ion _in Pa'lsgraf v. Long lsiand
R.~.). A ·vacuum Boundary is a
line . . "L:•ive · ,Boundary"
c;fescribes a distinction b~t
w~en two opposed phenomena
..separa!ed by a space that par
takes of both bul is neither:
compromise, mediation~ am
biguity (e.g. a Balancing of In
terests theory of adjudication.)
:•on its ideal form the Rule

of Law in (our) society
mediates between the domina
tion of personal (state) authori
ty and the experience of pure
autonomy" (the state of
nature). Problems with the
ideal Rule arise because it
does not define the extent of
personal (state) authority, or
the limitations of the ex
perience of pure autonomy.
The result is an inconsistent
application of the Rule, a
failure of an objective sta,,_
dard . The Rule of Law ap
proaches an arbitrary, not a

-8 uffa lo Model Chas·t,·sed

politicalimplies
ideology.
is aworld
view
which
thatItth·e
can be reduced into spheres of
reason and desire, of fact and
of subjective values, "of the ,
free interaction of civil society
and of the demands of the
.state ." Liberalism is a
philo$ophy
~hich
characterizes .the world as a
"series of complex dualities ."
Unfortunately, Liberalism provides no method for allocating
any feature of life, e.g. justice,
among it dualities, i.e.,
Liberalism provides no means
for an objective understan;
. ding.
·
Boundary Theory is way of r
treating human thought as "a
function of existence of two
types of boundaries: Vacuum
Boundaries and Live Boundaries. 1'Vaouum Boundary"
·

continued from page 2
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cgntinued on page 6

Letter to ·the Editor

Those in our admihistration are "jurisprudential." None were
concerned ~ith enhancing as difficult as the basic com
thejr personal reputations as mercial law courses offered, to
innovative educators. Thus the the few lucky enough to be ad
constant experimentation with mitted, at Buffalo. But then,
the first year curriculum. The likely Schlegel! .doesn't really
fact that several classes of care if we can learn all these
students might emerge from . courses during the Bar review,
this- grand .experimeAt likely he just wants us to leave
unemployable, uneducated, or him alone.
,
otherwise harmed is of-no conThe last administration
sequence. The difficulty of fin- . respQnse to student com
ding a job with "Law in Con- plaints is "look what the Buf
text A & B" -on one's transcript falo Model has done for the
is never tonsidered . The school's standing. It's ranked
perception that the school and higher than ever." There are
its students are the ad- two short responses. The first is
personal that the school's ranking is at
mi _nistrators' .
plaything!i overshadows such . tfibutable to its excellent
triviality.
physical facilities and the inThe publicly expressed opin- creased quality of students
ions of two of ·our top ad- (which resulted from the reFinancial Aid Update
lninistrators illustrate the "Buf- cent deep r~cession and the
falo Problem.~' Dean Headrick, consequent flood of ap
in a rec,e nt memo explaining plicants to cheaper, State ins
the Buffalo Model, has written, stitutions), not the Buffalo
"the choice to take a-three year Model . The second response \s
by Joe Ruh
deal directly with students and Bar review course (which is the to point to ·the school's poor
. i Stud~~is\ ~;ill los·e their abilto offer 'students two valuable Dean's \ euphemism for, a record 'in the employment area
iiy to consolidate loans and ex- services: consolidation and ex- mainstream legal equcation), is and the fact that Buffalo's pass
tend loan repayment terms tended/graduated r'epayment. dubious, particularly becaus
ate on last- summer's bar was
through Sallie Mae unless Con: Through oonsolidation, a stu- such curricula are available in below S~ate average for _the
gress acts, to extend Sallie dent could arrange to h~ve a few schools in New York first time in years.
Mae's authorization· beyond NDSL loans from his/her State, schools that all of .yo'-1 1 By this point any members
undergraduate and graduate· opted not to attend, for alll>f. of the faculty · or the ad°August 1, 1983.
The Joint Task Force On schools combined with his/her you would have· qualified for ministration who bothered to
'Federal Financial Assistance CSL Loans into a single new admission there." Thus he read this letter have decided
For Law Students has listed the loan. Sallie Mae, at the stu- justifies his grand experiment, that probably an engineer or
Sallie Mae- authorization pro- . dent's reques.t, bought all the deluding 'himself with the an accountant who, with
blem as its number one student's outstanding loans at belief that we are all willing nowhere to go after
leg·islative ·priority for 1983. the various institutions and parti<;ipants. He ignores the undergraduate school, ended
' Iaw sc hoo I by m1s~a
. ke.
Law students graduating in issued the student a new loan • simple f act t hat most of us are up m
1983 may be forced to forego at a si1:,iile interest rate here either because we wanted This is untrue. I was a political
tl:le 9 month grace period af- (typically 7%).
to go to law school in our science major at a normal
forded by their CSLs and begin ·
In· addition, through t~e ex- hometown, we didn't,1et' into a liberal arts undergraduate
repayment in July in .order to tended/1raduated repayment better school; or, most impor- school. When I -entered Buftake advantage of the plan, the student could extend tantly_ we couldn't afford falo, I was intrigued by t he
1 enerous terms of the Sallie his/her repaym~nts beyond the another school . This is the only wide variety of courses
normal ten-year period and State law school in New York. available. One becomes . less
Mae program.
Sallie Mae (the Student Loan scale those repayments so that The Oean's intimation that intrigued as one gets closed
II am_oun_ts_ a, r.e_ m
· ,A,ssociation) is the ,srna_,er
M_. ark.e
_ti,na
_ a d,e ·m students who want a trad,·- out of mo' re and more of the
private aiency sponsored by the early years with larger .tionaf 'lew' schoof education . basic courses tflought inthe federal government which amou,nts~co_ming due as the car)'t set it at a New\'ork State dispensable to a sound legal
serves . as a secondary market student's • earning power in- school is elitism raised to an e!!Jia~at1oa. As I mentioned, I
for ba nks which make. ~tudent· creMel. The obv'ows ,result of extreme. The idea that the only have taken a number of the
loans.-,The mechanism is fairiy this pro1ram was a marked state school in New York is "Buff-alo Model" courses. I d O
simple and i_s modeled on the decrease in the · number of . reserved 'f orthose interested in not object to the exiitence of
home mortgage procedures of defaults in student , loan non-ti'~ditional legal stodies is, these courses, merely to the
the more well known Ginnie repayments.
at the very least, offensive to fact that they are allocated a
d 'i spoportionate percentage of
,
In 1982 Congress was con- ~emocrat .,c values.
Mae. After a bank dispenses
Associate Dean Schlegel I is scar.ce resources, resulting in
the $5000 loan check to the sidering extending the ri1ht to
student, it sells the student's consolidate to the state agen- the source of the second ad- the inability of the vast majorromi$sory note to Sallie Mae. cies like New York's N'rHEAC. ministration attitude ·to be ex- ity of students to take the
P
· t ra t·ion ·t h rea t ened plored. Whenever a student is coilrses and obtain the educaThe.,.bank receives cash with The a d m Ims
which to •make additional to veto the chanae because the heard b~moaning the.fad .that tion they desire.
loaht and Sallie Mae reaps th~ cost -of tonsQlicfation and ex- Buffalo doesn't offer a· certain
Someday, perhaps, the adreward~ of the lender, i.e. the tenslon••is ·borne in part by the . course, the ·schle1ell "1ay-be ministration will wake up and
·n
· ter·e·st paym
· ents. Students federal 1ovemrrient in the ~ui>- ·. heard to say "X can be learned realize thJt their mission here
l
be
are frequently not aware of s'idies it pays ·sallt~ Mae for the in a weekend. There's no need , is to ed uq1t,e Ia~ers. May
this 'sale since the bank agrees· difference t:;etween the '7" in- for a course in' that subject:" I :When the Dean holds his open
to service the loan for Sallie terest an·d adual'..riiarket rates. wpuld like to point out 't o the forum on the Buffalo Model,
Mae and the student will con- Rather than resolve the issue, ~ssociate . Dean that most he'll realize how upset the
.
deal ctlrectly with the Cori1ress' . comQilssloned . the a'reas of legal theory and students are: Maybe -he'll open
tlnu 0
bank t~rouih ~ course of the CAO-to study 'the actual costs , jurlsp~c:t,nce, areas to w~lcl'! the forum by responding to
I ·• -··
of c~oll~aiion a,n d report . he ,.has advocated . a.n ever- this letter. Maybe he'ILrealize
new wrinkle ·a ppeared In back by M_ay, 1!Je~. Con1r~s rncreasln1 allocation of school , that Buffalo, as a law school,
Sallre Mae as a result of the also JjrO~lded ' a Sunset" Provl- resources, c,a n also ~ -learned has .- . lo the lan1ua1e of the
1980 amendments to. the slon whttH tenfllnated · Sallie .In a'weekend. l.h•ve .taken .at commercial law, .which has
H ~ Education t\ct. Sallie MN-'s ·authority to·consolidate · least three - courses whlch been sacrificed at Buffalo's
u ·- ·..;:..-.1...-.1•uthorjzatlon, to
.. '"~ontlnuedon,..,, ml1ht be class'1fied as- altaroftq,lhistOfy ."!... "flliled
e·

mediating, boundary between
authority and autonomy.
Charles Carry, by "humaniz
ing the client" ·is trying to
create a · .Vacuum Bounded
event, and e,c_ape the Rule of
Law (which is a·Uve Boundary).
His argument is premised on
the belief that empathy
represents the merger betweeai
the personal (state) authority
and the experiehce of _pure
autonomy; once this merger
takes place the Rure of Law
goes away, and a unity of ex-

of its- essential purpose." That
purpose includes the educa
tion of lawyers, not solely legal
historians . This nation ' s
economy cannot absorb 275
Buffalo gra_d uates each year
who are qualified only to teach
Buffalo Model-type courses or
enter the government as .
" policy"-oriented bureaucrats.
The De~n ought to realize that
most of us are going to work in
the private sector, in a general
legal practice. The CPLR is
more important than the
teachings of Duncan Kennedy
or Myres McDougal for that
sort of work.
But the Deah won't wake up,
because he doesn't give a
damn about what we're going
to be doing. The grand experi
ment is all that matters. He will
continue to delude himself
with the idea that we chose ·
Buffalo be·cause, sub.:
consciously, we wanted to be
closed out of Commercial
Paper and Debtor/Creditor.
Anyway, this letter is
already too long. To quote the
closing words of a famous let
ter recently publis~ed in this
esteemed biweekly, "(T)ake
care boys, becaus~ I'm getting
out of here before anything
really stupid happens again."
Anonymously submitted
EDITOR'S REPLY

11 is with a significant amount of
reservation that we are printing the
above letter. ·It is not the contents of
th e letter which diStLJrb us, for despite
the letter-writer's suggestion that The
Opinion has been remiss in fulfilling its
journalistic respons ibilities, our '
editorial policy has consistently been to
encourage free and open discussion of
a broad range of academic, social,
, /
· d 1·1· 1 ·
·n
:'a~ '~:ud!~~:sa~d
,lurure lawyers.
We have reservations about printing
th is letter because it is unsigned. All too
often an anonymous letter hinders further discussion of the issues it raises
because serious consideration of ideas
warrants knowing their source. When
we forwarded a copy of the letter to
Dean Headrick so that he could submit
a response, he declined to do so
precisely because it was unsigned.
Granted, there are times when an
anonymous letter is appropriate, a.s
when someone reveals . information
about themselves which they prefer to
have remain confidential. On the other
hand, controversial ideas, such as those
expre¥ed in the above letter, do not
meet the test of confidentialty.
There are women and men in this
world who, at considerable danser to
themselves and their careers, openly
take po,itions and · espouse beliefs
which are unpopular . and offend the
tha1
powers
be. -Very often we only

s~:; :~;;;~~:;!

~~;nb;f~::=s~::,:t:~::r~ :~
tims of torture, r ape, mutilation and
murder. The more fortunate are subject
to wiretappin,. rnai/ ·se.arches and job

'~n•tf~wl,o/e,'wethirikt'lianlie J..
ministration and faculty,,. 1 Pff!UY ;;...

.nocuousbunchtooffend.
I~~ ,·:.. ,·~-· ,',
J..'...L!.i'10
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First Year Students
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why _our lecturers have -g ained nation~! recognition for ·
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The class of 1983 has been (re)productive. Match,.these offspring with their parents below:

C

D

H

Jane Markel

Ed Ovsenik

Karen Spe~cer

Glenn Frank
Cathy Cleary

Alan Zaretzky

David Adelman

48neue11e)I ue!Jfl :H :1a>f1e~ 41aqez!t:l :~ '.>fUeJ:J uuA 1 a,we( ::J '.>f1uas11O ue11su4J
pue 1ae4:J1~ ::1 : !llaJ0JIV spue13 m411v :a '.A>fZJa1ez ,,Jeag a111n,, en4so( :J :uew1apv eJe)/ :g :(Ja:Juadsl ,zzons 4e1es
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On ,Your Mark
Qt Set
Get Ready
For The Third Annual

David Moretti

:v

Barbra Kavanaugh

:sJaMSUV

Crossword .

,,

RACE JUDICATA
Friday; April 15th
(time & course to be announced)

2.5 mile road race around
Amherst Campus

ALL

LAW STUDENTS & FACULTY

qy Glenn

INVITED

Solution o~ p. 5

Frank

CROSSWORD CLUES

SBA FUNDED

Ac11oss
1. Texas, University
5. An orthodox no-no
8. Tentacle ·
__12.•Turn _ _ __
13.Mine yield
14.Laraest of seven
15. Liquid measure
16.Extend
18.Propose
-20.East end of fourteen across
. 21 .Lip
22._ _ _ _ Tin Tin
23.Touches
25.Bankina term
29. Bord. Pat.
30.Stadlum sound
31.Abet
-32.Lived
.
35.American beauties
1

37.River in Thailand
38.Choose
39.Invulnerable
42.Heineken receptacle
45.Horrors
47.Bishop's mate
48.Yen
49:Consume
SO.A11ainst
51 .Spunk
52.Sp. lady
53. Fast jets (abbr)

.

DOWN

1. Ready
2. Travelo11ue. (abbr)
3. Both Houses
4. Involve
5. Missing dough
6. Exist
7. Fe.stive candelabra

8. Shallow dish (Lat)
9. Arthur _ _ _ __
10.Legal holding
11 .Casp
17.Nerve
19. Bosses (abbr)
23.Evergreen
24.Chemical ending
25.Unit of radiation energy
26.Stronaholds
27,l)eceive
28.McMahon and Murrow
30.Breaches
33.Turkish inn
34.Ms. Andrews
35.Spoil
36.Verdi's work
39.Debts
40.Austrian river
41 .Land contracts (abbr)
42.Chic:.el stop
43.R. Hood's home
44.Killy's toqls
46.Auris
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National Law'YerS Guild Files Suit Against FBI
mentioned in a crowded room 1976-79 - Filed amicus briefs
of attor_neys often provokes in support of affirmative ac
The days of the red scare are - giggles, rage and admonitions tion in Bakke and Weber cases.
far from .over. In the halls of to keep any ' affiliations with
this law school, we can hear the group off of resumes and · 1977-81 - Guild sent fact
finding delegations to in
mutterings of'"commie pinko;, out of interviews?
vestigate violations of human
when the National Lawyers
rights in the Middle East, El
Guild is meqtioned. lhese Brief Histc,ry
In the 1930's the American Salvador and Northern Ireland.
fellow colleagues are certainly
in good company - as this ar Bar Association refused to ad
ticle demonstrates, the Na mit black attorneys and oppos 1980 - Guild lawyers won a
tional Lawyers Guild has been ed the social reforms of the three· million dollar verdict
accused of being
"com New Deal. Thus the National against the police in the city of
Lawyers Guild was formed in Detroit for police brutality.
munist front" for years.
What is important to 1937 by a ,coup of lawyers
What the National Lawyers
remember is that those who ex who felt the need for an in
ercised their ·civil · rights and tegrated bar association which Guild has done and is doing is
those who try to protect the would support the social challenging traditional notions
civil rights of others have also welfare legislation of -the New of the role of law in American
society. Rather than accepting
been accused of being com Deal.
the
rule of law as somehow
Since
that
time,
the
National
munist. In fact, Martin Luther
King was also considered a Lawyers Guild has worked with separate and above politics,
"commie" and was the subject and represented communities, economics. culture or personal
of F.B.I. surveillance before his labor unions and others to fur attitudes of judges, Guild
death (see The Lawless State by ther the goals set out in the lawyers approach the law as in
Morton Halperin, Jerry Ber Preamble to the Constitution extricably intertwined with all
man, Robert Borosage, and of the Guild (originally of those factors . Through the
Chris~in Marwick; Penguin adopted February 22, 1937) at representation of those who
Books, 1976). We need to ex Washington, D.C. and most are victims of an often unjust
amine why and how the threat recently amended in July 1971 legal system, Guild lawyers are
in fact using the law as it
of communism is used to at Boulder, Colorado):
should be used, to protect
thwart civil rights activities in
The National Lawyers Guild is those who the laws-were meant
this country.
an association dedicated to the to protect, and who are
Accusations that the Na
need for basic change in the without access to the legal
tional Lawyers Guild is a com
structure of our policital and system.
·
munist front are as old as the
economic system. We seek to ·
Equal
access
is
neither a
organization itself. Guild
unite the lawyers, law students,
Notes (September-October
legal workers and jailhouse revolutionary concept, nor an
lawyers of America in an idea articulated only by the
1982) reports that in 1946 the
organization which shall func National Lawyers Guild. Legal
Attorney General of the United
tion as an effective political representation is recognized as
States leashed out at "revolu
and social force in the service a constitutional right under the .
tionary lawyers" who were
of the people, to the end that 6th Amendment right to
representing labor unions and
human rights shall be regarded counsel. In addition , the
expressed the conviction that
as more sacred than property American Bar Association has
"our bar associations with a
interests. Our aim is to bring also come to acknowledge the
strong hand should take these
together all those who regard
responsibility of lawyers to
too brilliant brothers of ours to
adjustments to new cond,itions
the legal woodshed for a
as more important than the provide representation for the
veneration of precedent; who disadvantaged and indigent
definite and well-deserved ad
recognize the importance of
monition."
safeguarding and extending the Canon No. 2: A lawyer should
During the 1950's, the Na
rights of workers, women, assist the legal profession in
tional Lawyers Guild was listed
farmers, and minority groups fulfilling its duty to make legal
a subversive organization, a
upon-whom the welfare of the counsel available.
communist front, on the House
entire national depends; who
of UnAmerican Activities Com
seek actively to eliminate
Yet, the FBI still felt it im
mittee's list of subversive
racism; who work to maintain
portant to keep tabs on the
organizations.
and protect our civil rights arid
And on June 24, 1982,
I iberties in the face of persis Lawyers Guild and its ac
tent attacks upon ·them; and tivities.
Senator Denton, Chairman of
who look upon the law as an in
the Senate Subcommittee on
strument for the protection of NLG.v. FBI et.al.
Security and Terrorism describ
the people, rather than for their
· In 1977, the National
ed that National Lawyers Guild
repression .
Lawyers Guild brought suit
as an organization which
against the Federal Bureau of
"seeks to exploit the law in
Among the more noted
order to bring about revolu events in Guild history are the 1nvestigation, the Central Intelligence Agency and other
tionary change." He went on to following:
Federal agencies. Filed in the
say:
United States District Court
1945 - Guild lawyers won
I believe many share the view
Thomas v. Collins establishing
that groups that produce pro
the
right of labor organizers to
paganda,- disinformation, or
legal assistance may be even speak and hold public
continu_
ed from page 3
•
more dangerous than those who me~tings
by Amy Ruth Tobol

a

for the Southern District of
New .York, the complaint
alleges that the federal government has engaged in an intensive and systematic campaign
of surveillance and harassment
against the organization since
its founding in 1937. The Guild
seeks a declaratory judgment
that the government's activ1ties were unlawful and an
injunction against their continuation as well as monetary
damages for past violations.
To date, the Guild has obtained over 200,000 pages of
government · files on the
organization. The documents
show an extraordinary program of sµrveillance . The FBI
was at every national meeting
noting the identities of those
attending and what was said at
workshops . It prepared
periodic reports - usually
every six months - on each
Chapter's ~embers and activities. On both a national and
,. chapter level, the FBI had complete access to the Guild's
bank records.
'.
Even accepti,ng arguendo
-the stated justification for the
government's activities to the
Guild, the files _expose for
scrutiny the principal legal and
political premises advanced by
th'e government to justify
covert surveillance programs.
For most of the period, the FBI
claimed it was investigating
the Guild as a "front" of the
Communist Party, USA. On this
prem ise, the FBI spied upon
(and sought to disrupt) the
·Guild for thirteen years before
it was able to convince the
Department of Justice even to
bring a formal charge· that the
organization , should be listed
pursuant to the relevant
statutes as a subversive
organization. It then conducted an even more intense
surveillance for five years
while those proceedings were
pen~ing . As documents
disc_o,vered in this case show,
the Justice Department coneluded in 1958 that it h~d absolutely no case against the
organization despite all of this
surveillance and, for that
reason, discontinued the administrative proceedings .
Nonetheless, the FBI continued as before, spying upon
the organization and attemp-

ting to disrupt its· activities for
another ,thirteen years precise
ly on the .theory that the Guild
was a "front'' ,of the Com
munist Party.
In 1971 the FBI finally aban
doned this premise for its "in
vestigation." In quick order it
· then attempted .to prem'ise
continuing surveillance on· the
grounds tha\ the Guild 'was a
'Marxist-Leninist'-- organization
thatJ he organization provoked
prison disconten.t and -had contacts with the. Weather
Underground ., Organization .
Under pressore from the
Department of Justice, the FBI
supposedly terminated its "in
ternal seturity investigation"
of the organization in 1975.
· The true purPQses of the FBl
actions shown · by the files
stand in sharp contrast to the
official premises of the "in- vest~gation." Indeed, the files
show t.ha~ the government was
not "investigating" ~he Guild
at all.
The, very first document in
the files tells the ,tory. It is_a
letter to J. Edgar' Hoover from
columnist Walter Winchell ad
vising that a Guild member
had made a speech in Detroit
to the effect that if the Guild ·
keeps up its criticism -of the
· FBI and Hoover, it will weaken
the power of the FQI. Hoover
responded that he had an in
formant's report of the speech
already and was well aware of
the Guild's criticism of the FBI.
A few months later, Hoover
went to the Attorney General
and asked for authorization to
being an investigation of the
'Guild as a subversive organiza
tion . The Attorney General
· refused, saying that there was
not enough information. So
Hoover ordered a bu_rglary of
the Guild offices, and obtained
eight hundred pages of
minutes, membership lists,
mailing lists, contributor lists
and correspondence in his
search for ammu.nition to at
tack his critic, the National
Lawyers Guild.
This set the pattern. The
Guild would criticize the FBI
continued on page 8

Garry: Hum.anize the-Client

aqually throw the bombs. (em
phasis added)

Obviously, the Federal
Bureau of Investigation has
thought the Guild worthy of
special attention since recent
discovery motions in National
Lawyers Guild v. F.B.I., et.al.
have uncovered over 200,000
pages of documents detailing
FBI surveillance of the Guild
between 1947 and 1975. These
are ,only the pages they have
been compelled to release.
What kind of group is the
National Lawyers Guild that it
has stirred up such emotions
for so long?
What are those subversive
acts done in the name of the
National La.vyers Guild which
have caused it ·to be deemed .
even "more dangerous than
those who throw the bombs?''
And what is lt about the National Lawyers Guild that when.•
0

I

•

Pqe Ii•

Opinion

1950' s Guild lawyers perience remains. Mr. Carry's
represented persons subpeon schematic framework for a
ed before the House UnAmer client's defense, however,.does
ican Activities Committee
no more .than disintegrate the
Rule of Law, a form of mediation, and rely on an argument
1954-64 - Guild lawyers framed in the language of
established a legal office in Liberalism.
Mississippi to aid the civil
Mr.' Carry's · approach is a
rights movement . Guild paradigm of the libe ral
lawyers also developed the political ideal that one should
strategy of removing civil defend, by any means, the
rights cases from hostile state underdog. Although the cause
courts to federal courts in is truly worthwhile, the proDombrowski v. Pfister.
blems of objectivity remain
the same. Mr .. Carry's social
1971 -73 - Guild lawyers scientific approach attempts
organized mass defense teams to change the jury from subjecof lawyers, legal workers and tive . observer (sympathy/difjury specialists for Wounded ference) to objective factKnee and Attica rebellions.
finder (empathy/unity); he
wants to create a new,
1976 - .Guild lawyers sue thoroughly comprehensive imcessfully defended Inez Car- age of his- client, i.e., create a
cia, charaed with homicide for · new boundary. Effectively, he·
killifl& tl)e man who ~•~.her. . _is .~r~~i:ng t~ilt : ~~ d\'f~')dani_.

,April 6, 1N3

was denied some set of natural
rights; he cites as ammunition
nutrition, education, family
and any other event in the
defendant's history for which
society can
be held
reproachable.

the manip1,1lation of ·substantive justice. "-Rights discourse
is a trap," and Mr. ·carry's idea
offers us no true alternative.
One who , aUended Mr.
Carry's lecture may, upon first
impression, characteriz:e him
as the "Buffalo Model" incarMr. Carry plainly overlooks nate. His sel"ective use of a
the fact that a discussion of defendant's historical - data
rights imposes on the lawyer may seem analogous to an emthe constraints of ·uberalism's . pirical study of the Law. Mr.
dualities: for every gbod Carry's method, however,
liberal political argument, , while alleging to, be represen
there is an . equally· effective · tative, does not approach the
conservative political argu- magnitude of an exhaustive
ment. Since riahts are •by their empirical analysis of the Law.
very nature a legal conc::Jusion, As a result, Mr.:Garry must rely
to speak . of rights, ·and on Liberal rhetoric _)"hich,
society's individual failures, is b\!cause of its inherent con
to NOT speak of unity (em- flic.t. leaves a jury at
end of
pathy) between social classes. a trial, in the· same position
Although Mr. Garry's argument whjch It besan the trial: poised
correctly points out that an oc- to pass judarnent on the ~cus;
casional _value judamerit must ed, relv.lfituponacomblnation
be made, his blue J)fint for of allthorlty and pure
defense leaves .us only with an autonom~ (sympathy), i nd not
incoherent
-Liberal upon· an objective standard
-~ • ~-~ ~--~~~ allows for (em~hy). i

t.,.,
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la.ckaw·an·na's G·ot
The Steel .Ya.rd ·slues

. The· abandl5ned .blast
furnace of Hanna
Furnace Company,
continued from page 1
locate,d directly
opposite Gate 1.
abandoned mills and facilities
in the plant it was apparent
that this new melter could also
be used to digest these unused
facilities. The image of the
scrap melter feeding on the
plant itself was a gruesome but
not inappropriate image.
-

...
photo by Mike Reilly
by Carl Sandburg

So fire runs in', runs out, runs somewhere else again,
And the bar of steel is a gun, a wheel, a nail, a shovel,
A rudder l!nder the sea, a steering-gear in the sky;
And always dark in the heart and through it,
Smoke ar,d the blood of a man.
Pittsburg, Youngstown, Gary - they make their steel
with men.
·
In the blood of men and the ink of chimneys
The smoke nights write their oaths:
Smoke into steel and blood into steel;
Homest!,!ad, Braddock, Birmingham, ·they make their
steel with men,
,
Smoke and blood is the mix of steel.
Smoke of a city sunset skyline,
Smoke of a country dusk horizon They c_ross on the sky and count our years.
Smoke of a brick-red dust
Winds on a spiral
Out of the stacks
For a hidden and glimpsing moon.
This, said the bar-iron shed to the blooming mill ,
This is the slang of coal and steel.
The day-gang hands. it to the night-gang,
The night-gang hands it back.
Stammer at the slang of this Let us understand half ,of it.
In the rolling mills and sheet mills,
In the harr and boom of the blast fires,
The smoke changes its ..shadow
And men change their shadow;
A nigger, a wop, a bohunk changes.
A bar of steel - it is only
Smoke at the heart of it, smoke and the blood of a man.
A runner of fire ,ran in it, ran out, ran somewhere else,
And left - smoke and the blood of a man
And the finished steel, chilled and blue.

Offici~I Insurance
Policies Are Available
by Anna Marie Richmond
U/8 students are required ta
purchase hea.lth insurance as
part of their mandatory student fees, unless they prove
they have other coverage and
specifically waive the University coverag,. What exactly
does the University insurance
plan coverf
The Student Health Insurance Office.- D-213 Michael
.Half, provides a summary of
the policy to covered students.
This summary is general and
sometimes. vague. It ,refers the
interested student to the official policy on file in the Student Heald, Insurance Office
for further explanation of co'(eraae.

Numerous

requests

by

telephone -and in person failed

Student Hea'lth Insurance
Benefit Summary with the official policy revealed the
iollowing discrepancies: 1} Coverage. T~ costs for in
suraing a spouse or dependent
child are S200 and · S150
apiece, respectively. In addi
tion, dependent children ·are
only covered between the ag~s
of 30 days and 19 years.
· i} Surgical- Operations.
"When more thal) one surgical
procedure is performed in the
s.a me operative session, in dif
ferent operative fields, the
maximum payment will be
made for the most expensive
suraical procedure, and 50"
of all other.- surgical pco
cedures. When sickness
necess.itates two or more
suraical.procedures which are
performed throuah the same
approach, and ~t the same
time or in Immediate succes
sion, the maximum amount
payable will be the laraer
amount payabte for any one of
such suralcal procedures."
·

to elicit either a copy of the.
policy or an invitation to inspect it in the Office. The staffers stated that the Summary is
the only policy availab!e.
A copy of the official policy
was obtained directly from the
, qent. · A comparlSQn of · the • ·

.. . ... .....,.
'

'

grants and loans in January if it three times Li pke's estimate.
would agree to continue As of March 18, 1982 Lipke had
commitments of $6,000,000
operations.
0n March 17, 1983 towardhisplan. Lipkewould
Bethlehem rejected both pro- ~lso have the additional cost
posals and announced that its of negotiating a purchase price
decision to shut down the with Bethlehem for the
· Lackawanna Plant was irrever- facilities .
The Closing
sible. Federal officials ' stated
The thir~ possibility, that the
For the steel worker the an that Bethlehem had rejected state and/or federal govern
nouncement of December 27th the earlier proposals of govern- ment put up the capital to buy
brought some relief; at least ment assistance. The une- the pl-ant, has probably receiv
the workers finally knew where q u iv i cab Ie
nature
of ed the least attention. When
the plant stands - it will be Bethlehem's rejection of both the corporations refuse to put
closed. The last years have proposals clearly indicates up the capital, and when com
been especially difficult ones that its decision is final.
munity and employee groups
for the workers with 20-35
The se~ond possibiity is that don't have sufficient capital, it
years seniority. They have too a buyer could be found for the seems logical that the only
many years in to give up the plant,,. However, the likelihood source left is government in
job entirely but they aren't old that another steel corporation vestment.
enough to retire: All those would buy this facility and inNot only is government the
employees that are eligible for tegrate it into its operation source of last resort but it may
retirement can now be ex seems slight. The process of also have the most to gain by
pected to retire. For those that curtailment of operations and eliminating the short and long
are close, there may be some the shutdown of plants is oc- term costs of this shutdown. A
relief , from a clause in t~ curing throughout the in- conservative estimate is that
United Steel Workers contract dustry. At this time there are the shutdown of this plant will
which grants early retirement dozens of major steel facilities cost the Buffalo area 25,000
to high seniority employees in which sit abandoned through- jobs. The cost of investment
the even~ ofa plant shutdown. out the industry. At this time may not seem so great when it
Although thls clause is in- there are dozens of major steel is measured against the cost of
dicative of what could be ac · facilities which sit abandoned unemployment, the benefits
Northeast under the Trade Adjustment
complished by contract to throughout the
soften the impact of a shut and Midwest.
Act, welfare, foodstamps, and
There is also a possibility the revenue that · would have
down, the International Union
has not been successful in that local investors could be been raised in taxes.
negotiating more comprehen found to purchase the plant.
There is also little doubt that
sive and long-range limitations One area businessman has New York state needs these
on this crucial management made some very aggressive steel products to rebuild the
prerogative.
proposals in this direction. On infrastructure which delivers
Likewise, the Congress has February 17, 1982 Dr. Kenneth essential services. Under this
been unable .to legislate E. Lipke resigned his position type of plan the mills could be
greater control over the.se "in as chairman of Gibralter Steel run by a committee of profes- ·
managers
and
dustrial homocides." None of Company in order to work full sional
the many plant closing bills time toward ·the goal of stockbrokers who would be
which have been introduced locating investors to buy the responsible to the state and/or
plant. Dr. Lipke has announced feqeral government. If this
have been successful.
Such legislation could re- that the plant could be fully structure were approved the
quire more advanced warning modernized with an invest- board of directors would be
of a shutdown and could re ment of $250,000,000. This elected by the citizens rather
quire justification greater than figure does not include the than a private group of
the promise of higher profits in purchase price of the plant stockholders.
The government has the
another investment; such bills from Bethlehem.
Although Lipke's proposal capital to underwrite such a
could also require reasonable
compensation for the victims has excited great interest in the program of plant moderniza
of these industrial deaths, community, his ability to tion . The latest estimate is that
realize this goal may be more the federal government will
namely the workers.
limited. On March 20, 1983 spend $2,000,000,000. on
The Alternatives
James Smith, who is a special defense over the next five
assistant to U.S.W.A. President years. Ironically, one might ask
There has been some hope Lloyd McBride, questioned how strong America's defense
since the December 27th an Lipke's knowledge of the posture will be even after this
nouncem·e nt that steelmaking steelmaking
busine!s . massive expenditure when it is
could be continued at Gibralter Steel is a much dependent on foreign steel
Lackawanna. This hope has smaller fabricating facility and producers.
revolved around three basic Lipke admits that his expertise
If an alternative to the plant
possibilities: that Bethlehem is really as an 'e ntrepreneur shutdown is not found the con
would change its decision; that and organizer rather than as .sequences for Lackawanna are
a buyer could be found for the the head of a major steel facili- predictable. There will be a
plant; or that the state or ty.
long uphill battle to survive as
federar gove.rnment would
Smith has also been critical it increases property taxes to
take an active role by putting of Lipke's announcements on stabilize its tax base, and it
up capital.
'
televlsiqn and in the papers cuts city services and educa
It seemed possible that concerning the plant when tional budgets, and as it seeks
Bethlehem could be persuad there has been no consultation to adjust to the · loss of its
.
ed to c~ange its decision after with the union and no in-depth young people.
new proposals were offered by analysis of the engineering,
At this time it is unclear
both the United Steelworkers ca.pita! and market re- whether the mills will be
demolished or will remain lt"o
of America and by state and quirements of this facility .
However, the greatest pro- take their place among the
federal government . On
February 9, 1983 the U.S.W.A. blem with Lipke's plan may be other towering relics on the
offered a proposal to cut labor its cost estimate. Right now on- Buffalo waterfront. But even
costs which should have been ly Bethlehem has a realistic after these mills are torn down
a.. corporate dream come true. estimate of what it would cost steelmaking will continue. It
The union offered to reduce to upgrade the Lackawanna will remain in the minds and
the workforce, to centralize works into a world class facili- the
dreams
of
the
the maintenance force, to ,ty. We will not know what this steelworkers. For them the
lower the incentive rates, figure is until the consulting . cadence of the coke ovens be
revise work practices and engineers hired by New York ing "pushed" will continue
create a one plant "pool" of state and the federal govern- forever, the oxygen lance will
wQrkers. These changes would ment complete their feasibility drop-noiselessly into the B.O.F.
result in savinas of up to study of the plant facilities . vessels and the billets will roll
S50,000,000 for the company. However I would not be sur- uninterrupted through the
Bethlehem also received an of prised to find that the cost uf . passes' producina an e.ndless
fer of federal, ,state, and local this modemization is two or stream of red-hot steel. ·
\
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BAR EXAMS AREN'T LIKE
LAW SCHOOL EXAMS
Knowing how to analyze complicated essays, confusedly

combining several fields of law, and writing coherejilt,
logical and consistent answers thereto, can make £Ille
crucial difference in passing the Bar Exam . Why not get the
feel of 16 very difficult Bar Exam questions before the July,
1983 Bar . Ex~ms? Thousands of students, for the past 40
years, have been convinced that the approach - analysis
- and style techniques and methods they need · at THE
KASS PROBLEM ANALYSIS CLINICS were essential ·to their
success on the Bar Exam.
Six successive Sundays, starting June 12, 1983, from 1 to 4
p.m., at the N.Y. Sheraton Hotel, 56th Street & 7th Avenue,
N.Y.C.
Tuition .Fee: $150
Taped c~urse to be held at U.B.
We were over-subscribed in our last 10 series!
Buffalo Agents: Mark Reisman & Rick Roberts

KASS PROBLEM
ANALYSIS CLINIC
27 William St., N.Y.C.
WH3-2690
,,WtW • - ~

Lawyers Guild File~ Su,i t
legislatively defined goals and of the bar and hence :with the
continued from page 6
for unconstitutional conduct that the FBI is not free to act provision of legal representa
against progressive forces and . upon its own sense of the best ti(?n jn our society. By main
the FBI would attempt to blunt interests of the country' in us- taining tabs on 't'he organiza
its criticism by .heightening its ing its investigative and other tion, interfering with legal
strategies and the decision
own efforts to destroy the powers.
Second, the Guild will making process.es of the Guild,
Guild as a viable organization.
Indeed, the file ends as it be · chatlenge the legal adequacy it. can be argued ·that such in
gins. ln .1975, the San Francisco of the pretextual justifications trusion has in fact violated
Chapter distributed a leaflet for the government's actions. attorney-client privileges.
The answer is not to avoid
advising individuals that the It will argue that a point comes
FBI cannot be trusted and that after which the govern,rient.no being involved with the Na
citizens have no obligation to longer can investigate an ti'onal Lawyers Guild. The solu
speak to agents. The Bureau organization to determine if it tion is found in· informing
responded to this · constitu is "subversive." We will also others of the F.Bl's .past in
tional conduct by seeking an argue that the government volvement, and -access to the
IRS · investigation of the cannot continue such in- legal system for all, and that
organization. In keeping with vestigations once it has aban- the legal system is used to pro
the government's actual pur doned or lost administrative tect fundamental, civil rights.
poses. the files show a sustain proceedings to adjudicate the To remain silent, and let such
ed effort not merely to keep organization as subversive.
· intrusion go unnoticed, is to
tabs on the organization, but
The Guild is also challenging make a mockery of all the ad
to destroy its effectiveness.
the notion that being a "front" vances that have been made in
The issues presented in the of the Communist party is a · the areas of civil rights and
suit are too numerous to ad basis for investigation at all . · first amendment freedoms. We
dress fully in this article. The argurT\ent is that at least need to examine the govern
Perhaps most importantly, the since the Supreme Court deci- ment's premises, i.e. that
Guild will challenge major sions of 1957 and 1965 narrow- organizations which work on
premises of the government's ing the Smith Act and other civil rights issues are essential
political surveillance and similar federal statutes, there ly Communist. Using the Com
harassment programs o.f f<;>rty was no law-enforcement pur- munist front . rationale serves
pose to . be served by in- only as an excuse to destroy
years.
First, the Guild will assert vestigating an organization for organizations · which threaten
that the FBI and other agencies possible links with the Com- certain power and authority,
did not act in pursuit of objec munist Party. The Guild that is misused or illegitimate.
tives defined by Congress or believes that as long as the
On April 22 at 2 pm in Room
the Constitution, b(!! rather in Communist Party "front" ra- 112 O'Brian Hall, Gordon
pursuit of its own politically tionale can be asserted by the Johnson (of Rabinowitz,
defined goals. The Guild will government, no organization is Boudin, Standard; Krinsky and
argue that even surveillance safe, as the rationale is infinite- Lieberman), one of the at
which is not per se unlawful by ly expandable as well as o!>- torneys representing the Guild
virtue of the techniques noxious at its core.
will speak on this suit and on
employed (e.g. warrantless en
Certainly the investigation political surveillance. It will be
tries is nonetheless unlawful if conducted by the FBI has inter- a good opportunity to discuss
not taken in .pursuit of faced with the independence the issues raised in this article.
1

Mitchell Lecture
Featuring: Professor Stuart MaCauly

"Law and the Social Sciences"

When: Thursday, April 7, at 3:30
Where: Moot Court Room

Post-Lecture Panel Discussion
Professor Daniel Lev:

University of Wisconsin
Dr. Felice Levine:

National Science Foundation
Professor Barbara Ynguesson:

Hampshire College

When: Friday, April 8, at 1:00
Where: Room 109

•Reception following the lecture.

Aid Update .

Sallie Mae ,,f)ptions _Outlined
continued from page 3
ment becomes due. At that
on August 1, 1983.
time, if Sallie Mae's cons9lida
The dilemma 'which faces tion authority has not been
the 1983 graduates is of signifi renewed, the student will
cant consequence. In order to begin paying off his loans at
take' advantage of the Sallie the fixed rate set by the bank.
Mae program as it exists today, (Note: the bank has the discre
the student will have to enter tion to reduce or postpone stu
into an agreement with Sallie dent payments for good
Mae before July 31,. 1983. reason, but is not required to
Sallie Mae provides no grace do so.) A typical Buffalo law
period or deferments, so the student with S15,000 . in lo.ans
student will begin paying back will thus have the following
loans in August or September, choice. Under Sallie Mae's ex
well before the bar exam tended -plan, the student could
results are in and well before pay S98/month for the first two
many students have received years, increasing in graduated
their first pay ·check.
steps over sixteen years to
The option available is a S189/month in ·the last two
gamble. The student can take years. On the other hand,
advantage of the 9-month ·under a typical bank plan, the
grace period on his/her loans student will pay 5174/month
and do nothing until February for ten years. The crucial issue
1984 when the first loan pay- to students is whether they will

f; . .

be able to afford the extra
576/month in the first few
years out of school.
A secondary concern to the
more far-sighted student is
whether s/he might do · better
by investing ·t he extra
576/month; in essence using
the bank's loan money in an at
tempt to gain a return in excess
of the 7% cost of that money.
A resolution to the dilemma
is not in the immediate future.
According to the memo issued
by the Joint Task Force, opin
ions on Capitol Hill range from
optimistic to pessimistic over
the chances of Congress conti
nu ing SaHie Mae's authoriza
tion. Certainly no action is like
ly until the GAO report comes
In in May. ·
Students who would be in
terested in waiving the nine
month grace period to be sure
of having the Sallie Mae 0~
tions available should take the
Editor's Note: U/8 President
attract academically talented followin1 action: Write or call
Sample wrote the following let
students. I would appreciate it Sallie Mae before May in order
ter to SUNY Chancellor Clifford
if you would consider as an to receive the application
8. Wharton:
alternative an increase of 5400 material. Follow the cour.se of
Dear Clif:
for Law and a 25% (or approx- the legislation (I'll .be keepln1
imately 5600) incrase for ·the people in Buffalo informed
Thank you for the oppor Pharm.D. · These minor ad- throu1h the Bar Review mon
tunity to discuss with you the justments in the proposed tui- ths of June and July): Jf lfloo~s
conc'erns tha't we at the Univer t_ion levels for Law and Phar- like authorization will not ha~·
sity at Buffalo campus have macy would continue to allow ·pen before Au1ust 1st, com
·re1ardrng the tuition increase our proarams, which are uni- _ plete the application Cin
for our Law and Pharm.D. pro que in SUNY, to be com- cludln1 the forms filled -out by
grams. Althou1h we 1 are well petitive with peer institutions your banks) In time to h'lve
aware of SUNY's pressin1 need throu1hout the country while Sallie Mae accept it by the end
for additional revenues, the at the same time reducin1 by of July, Sallie Mae's address is:
projected Increases 'for Law only a sli1ht amount the
·
and Pharmacy are totally out revenues to~ aenefated by inSallie Mae
"
of line with the percentJge In creasin1 the Law and PharStudent Loan Consolldatlon
creases in other tuitions ·and, m~cy tuitions.
· Center
perhaps_ more. importantly,
P.O. Box 1600
place our Law School and
Sinc;erely,
Merr-ifield, Va 22116
Pharmacy School at a decided
Steven B. Sample
· · dlfadvantaae ·tn 'belna able t'l:f · · - • -- President" · ·
. ·-'

Letter to Chancellor

,,

New Waves

.

Heavy Metal, Anyone? Sheehan is Believin'
· by Jud Weibnar
· Talas.
:
Talas,
composed
of
. , ·
Even though the nai:!!e of . S,heehan, Dave Constantino, .
this c~lumn is "New Waves,'' and Paul Varga. has been
there is more to the Buffalo around a long time. In one
music scene than thattitle sag- band or another.they've been
gests. So last week I ventured playing with each other foi' the
· into the world of Heavy Metal last 18 years. TcJlas as it's
at
Uncle
Sam's
in , known today has been
·Cheektowaga to · see Ta1as. together since 1974, except for
Don't get me wrong. I have not 1977~78 when She~han left for
,traded in my thin ties for ~ 97 a yea~.
·
If I were 16, l;d probably
Rock t-shirt. However, this was
Talas' last lo.cal show before thiok .Talas was the best band
taking off on a tour of the in the world. Taken in context,
States and South AfTlerica, and they're great atwhal they do: ·
I was curious about all the Heavy Metal. After the.ir first
hype the •band, especially, couple songs, I realized whorri
bassist Billy Sheehan, t-ias been they reminded me of: Blotto
receiving of late.
doing their parody of a Heavy
This was a Heavy Metal. Metal band. Then a funny
crowd - high schoolers stari- - thing happened - in the mid
ding· in line to get in, trying die of the set, Talas took off in
their best to look 19. When the to a series of less metallic
disc jockey - played a New · spngs, getting away from the
Wave tune, one 1irl shouted "I boom-boom-boom and into
hate this band. I hate this different rock 'n' roll beats,
music." That set the stage for with Sheehan putting on a vir-

tooso performance. This man Into-That, is moving up fast on obviously tailored to their
notonlyknowshiswayaround tlle' national and international fans, noJ to the New Wave
a bass auitar, but · he does charts. In only one way could I critics in the audience. So if
things with it you just won 1t mistake them for a local · bar you want to dance, don•~ ~
see anywhere else. It's easy to 'band - 'in their rapport with Talas. If you want synthesizers,
understand why he's received the audience. These guys are ·don't see Talas. If you want
such acclaim from around the as much a part of Buffalo as weir.d lyrics, don't see Talas.
rock world .
.
' Beef on Weck, ·and they aren't However, if you like . Heavy ·
The other members of Tal·as . about to forget their roots. Metal at all, if you want to see
are more tha!1 · capable .. The They made sure to point out how good a Buffalo bar band
band struck rtie with their that one of their songs about a can beco_me, or if you just
sheer professionalism. They've hick town was not referring to want to get your soc9 blown
learned a lot from touring with Buffalo.
!off, see them when ttiey come
big name groups and putting
Aft'er a while Talas reverted back. For those of you who en
out two albums of their own. to more basic Metal - still joy a mouthful of metal, this is
.Their latest, Stick You Teeth original and still flawless, but a band you ca!1 really sink your
teeth into.
1

SBA Adopts Resolution
Resolution adopted by the welfare of law students, the
·SBA on March 16, 1983
reputation of the law school,
_
and the effectiveness of, the
WHEREAS,
the
Career law community, and
Development Office (COO)
rep~esented · by Ms. Audrey WHEREAS, the .SBA in past
Koscielniak appealed to the years has been requested to
SBA on February 9, 1983 for a subsidize such other various
· grant which would subsidize ·and usual COO functions, and
the Spring 1983 One-to-One
Program and the purchase of WHEREAS, the Administration
certain job information books has a duty to prioritize the
and,
COO budget and allocate
. · monies in order that CDO can
WHEREAS, the SBA adop~ a sufficiently provide such wor
motion on February •1 5,1983 to •thy and .•usual- .functtons ·
grant COO $200.00 from . the Without necessitating an • aP-: .
unallocated line for ~aid re- pea1 for SBA funding.
quested subsidation, (sic) and
RESOLVED, that the SBA urges
the Administration to prioritize
WHEREAS, the SBA reluctant- funding . for the Career
ly granted said request only •Development Of,fice in order
because it recognizes the im- .that said office's· importance .
portance and worthiness of and · worthiness be truly
COO functions in bettering the reflected .
_

Insurance.
3) Maternit y Benefits .
Benefits for hospital confine
ment are limited to four days,
one of which must be the day
of delivery. Surgical benefits ·
paid will not ~xceed 20% of
the maximum surgical expense
limit ($1000): i.e. $200. No
benefits are •payable for any
expenses "incurred in connec
tion :with the care, treatment,
or supplies rendered to the
new-born ·,infaotS , (This,,, last
proviso ·is consistent with the
exclusion of · dependent
children less than 30 days old,
but reflects
policy ,decision
by the .University to not cover
a major portion of 1T1aternity
expenses.)
4) Exclusions. In addition to
the 14 exclusions listed in the
summary, the policy does not
cover injury inci.irced due to
particip;Jtion in a riot, or
"treatment provided in a
aovernmental hosi,ital unless
there . is a legal obllaatlon to'
pay ·such charaes In · the
a.bsence of any lnsJ.trance."

a

What ,Y9u Can Do .

., If you wish to know the full
details of your , Insurance
coveraie, you should obtain a
copy of the official policy. You
can try to aet a copy from the
$tudent He~ltl) -~~rP.F~.,q.f-

continued from page 7

• • •
fice. However, 'it seems that
many of that Office's staff are
unaware of the availability of
the official policy. You can ob
tain a copy of the . official
policy by telepho(ling or
writing to ·the · plan ' ad
ministrator:
William H. Scott, Jr.
Henry Holland Inc:
2495 Kensington Ave.
Buffalo, NY 14226
634-110(>'
~ ,,.

BALSA _,

This is your chance to g.e t your questions
answered and let your -gripes be kno_wn:

OPEN FORUM _
ON
TH·E-. BIJFFA~O MODEL &
0Ti.H·E;,R -.A CADEMI.C ISSUES
.

.

.

. .

·Polic\{,·
The -Black Law . Students
Association, Buffalo Chapter,
is an organization which
stands for· racial and ethnic
identification; as well as
assimilation, in the ~aw School
and the Unlversity ,at large. '
~ALSA is dediqtted .to 'help-·
Ina minority stud~nts find a
place and succeed in law
school arid in the legal profes
sion. BALSA 'Is also · totally .
dedicated to the advancement
of ,Buffalo Law School and is
more than· willlna to assist in
t~ achievement of that goal.
BALSA strives towaids racial
and ethnic balance and .equali
ty, not only at U/B but in our
entire c<X!ntry.

·Featuring: De~n ·Headrick, Associate
Dean Schlegel & U/8 ·.Law Students
\

.

,F.ind out whaes going on. Let your views be heard!

Wednesday, Ap~il ·13, 2:00 p·.m.
Room 106 · •
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[aW School ·
·Dinner Dance
April 9, ·1933
6:30 til I am

. Sheraton-East
Buffet Dinner
-

• 4 hour Open Bar

Music -

Dancing

$IS/person without Entertainment 'Card
$111 person with Entertainment Card

Special BAR/ BRI •
0 ~FF---~WE.RS!
I

'-

Until April 15, all you ·need is $25 to enroll in the most
popular bar review course-in ~e· St~te!' This will_freeze your special discount price, .and will be ·put_-towards your
balance.
~
See BAR/BRI table for more _info! ··
.

All those iritereste~ in ~iewing the Irving .Yo~ger CPLR · · .
. .t apes may still do so by signing up at the BAR/aRI table
by April 7.
.,
. See BAR/BRI table for more info!
. .
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Amazin' -Mets Brihg Back M .e mories of 1962·
by Lou Roper
You will recall that your
reporter suffered an attack of
acute dyspepsia (that's an
upset stomach, fans) just as he
was about to analyse the New
York Mets in the Opinion's
baseball preview las.t issue. At
this time, I have recovered sufficiently to make an attempt to
see what' s wrong (and what's
right) with the New York National League Baseball Club.
Last
season,
the
Metropolitans achieved the
awful record of 65-97. They
managed to perform miserably
in all phases of the game of
baseball. Their primary failing,
to make a long story short,
came in the area of brains. The
team leaders in this deficiency
were third baseman Hubie
Brooks, whose favorite play
was tagging up at second base
on line-drive singles to center
field, Pat Zachry, who had an
aversion to getting the ball
over the plate in key situations, George Foster, who had
a habit of swining at
everything remotely near the
strike zone, and David
Kingman, the first first
baseman to reach Alpha Centauri, at least in spirit.
Needless to say, these mental deficiencies contributed
directly to the statistical disappointments suffered by various
New Yorkers . For ~xample,
Brooks slumped to .246 (after a
.307 rookie season in 1981)
with a mere two home runs,
Zachry, penciled in as the staff
ace before the season, wound
. up in the bullpen with a 6-9

record and a 4.05 ERA. The
much-heralded Foster repaid
his employers' investment with
a robust .247 average, 13
homeruns and 70 RBI . Swing
man managed to reach the
sunny side of .200 (.204) and
provided excitement by fan
ning 156 times . •
What, then, can . long
suffering Met fans expect from
this outfit in 1983?
· For · starters, · Zachry was
shipped to Los Angeles (amazingly, he is the highest-paid
pitcher on the Dodgers).
However, just as progress was
seemingly being made, New
· York saw fit to acquire Mike
Torrez from Boston. This hor
rendous pitcher stagge~ed to a
9-9 record with the heavy
hitting Red Sox last season and
posted a 5.23 ERA. Observing
Torrez in action allows one to
confirm that this is a case
where statistics do not lie.
A better acquisition was
Tom Seaver. Seaver's past
record is well-known to all Met
fans over the age of 12. Last
season, however, he battled a
variety of ailments and fell to a
5-13, 5.50 record with Cincin
nati. It is hoped that Tom Ter
rific will recover his 1981 form
(14-2). and also serve as a role
model for the large crop of
young pitchers in the Met farm
system.
It is these pitchers that
should give cause for all New
York National League fans to
smile. Remember the names
Ownbey, Bittiger, Di rling,
Holman and Sisk, for starters.
These gentlemen all throw
hard enough at this stage in

their careers to pitch in the big
leagues toroorrow. The only in
gredients lacking are polish on
the breaking ball and ex
perience . In addition, all
reports indicate that there are
more pitchers where these
came from .
New York does possess a
few arms left over from last
season. Craig Swan rebounded
from a serious shoulder injury
in fine fashion and . appears
. ready to be the Met "ace." Neil
Allen, also coming off of an in
jury, and Jesse Orosco
operated in good stead coming
· out of the bullpen. Both have
excellent stuff.
'
Also, all reports from the
Mets' training base at St.
Petersburg indicate that Tim
Leary has recovered from his
shoulder injury which ·he suf
fered in. the spring two years
ago .. As with all of the young
pitchers, New York manage
ment plans to be patient with
Leary. Generally, one should
be careful with young arms,
but if they are ready to move
up to the big club (especially
when the big club is short on
competent pitchers), they
should be given an opportuni
ty. Since the Mets' rotation will
be led by veterans Swan and
Seaver, there won't be that
much pressure on the Kiddie
Ko'rps to produce (I assume
Torr.ez will not survive the
spring). They should get a good
look this spring.
As for their team in the field,
the Mets' most glaring hole is
in right field. Last season, New
York possessed two of the finer
defensive righ~fielders in the
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In summary, New York is too
young and lacks sufficient
depth to move up in the stan
dings, unless -their pitchers all
turn into Walter Johnsons.
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Finally, there is Mookie
Wilson . Although Mookie
struck out frequently last
season, he was exemplary in
other departments, particular
ly fielding and baserunning. He
was a proverbial light amid the
gloom that was the 1982Mets.
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might·perform in the National
League had they deigned to
use him last September when
they were in the, proces.s of
plunging through the standings
like a boulder to the bottom of
Lake Erie. There would have
been no pressure on the
youngster- and he could have
had a 'taste of the big leagues.
Instead, New York went with
the disenchanted Valentine
and the confused· Foster.
Nothing ventured, , nothing
gained, as my father says.
Since· the Mets also need a
number-three hitter, it is my
humble opinion that they giver
Strawberry every opportunity
to wiri the rightfield job (they
sure don't appear to have
anyone better). If the kid has
the goods, he should be able to
handle the ju'mp from AA.
•There are some other bright
spots. The young double-play
combination
of
Ron
Gardenhire at shortstop and
Train Giles may well be erratic
due to their inexperience, but
they will make many big
league plays and provide ,ex
cite,:nent. They are players that
the Mets should stick with.
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league in Ellis Valentine and
Joel Youngblood. Through insensitivity on the part of
management and injudicious
use of these players, both
became alienated and moved
on to brighter pastures. To
replace them, the Mets have
holdover Gary Rajsich, a lefthanded batter who has not
shown any ability to hit the
curve ball. In case Rajsich
falters, New York picked up
alleged lefthanded slugger
Uriah, I mean Danny, Heep
from Houston. Uriah had -a
couple of big seasons in the
Pacific Coast League (where
everybody hits well) but found
the Astrodome too confining
(.237, 4 HR, 22 RBI). Maybe liewill find Shea Stadium more to
his liking.
In the alternative, manager
George Bamberger can choose
from Mike Jorgensen (a useful
reserve), rookies Mike Howard
and Rusty Tillman, or, Rusty
Staub (that would be a cruel
·joke).
'
Or, the Mets can keep
Darryl
p htn om en on
Strawberry with the team.
Strawberry, supposedly th e
black Ted Wiliams, played at
Jackson in the Texas league
(Class AA) and hit .283 with 34
HR, 97 RBI and 45 stolen
bases. Obviously, these are
statistics .that make one sit up
and take notice. In addition, he
is just 21 years old. The only
drawbacks-are his inexperience
(i·n view .of Met management)
and the fact that he struck out
quite a bit last year.
The Mets could have bad an
inkli9g as to how Strawberry .
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